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Choosing Hanging Hardware 

Choosing your hanging hardware for your new track system is usually based on what types of art pieces 

you are looking to hang on the track.  The weight, size, and existing hardware on the back of the piece are 

all contributing factors that should be taken into account.   

The first step to choosing your hardware is to pick either the Stainless Steel Cables or the Stainless Steel 

Rods.  The weight of the art piece and how discreet you want the system to be are the main factors 

involved with this selection.  Typically, you will need two hanging lengths per art piece.  

  

 

-The Stainless Steel Cable is a strong and flexible system.  It is also the most common choice for 

typical art hanging.  The Stainless Steel Cables will hold up to around 77 pounds per pair. 

-The Stainless Steel Rod is the most rigid installation and can hold over 110 pounds per pair. 

For every hanging length you purchase you will also need a top block to suspend the hanging length from 

the track and a type of hook to hang the art piece from the hanging length.  The options for types of hooks 

are listed on the next page. 

 

 

 

 

Stainless Steel Rod Hook 

         Paintings hung on stainless steel cables                        A stainless steel rod and hook 
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The hook for the stainless steel rod is a durable aluminum hook that gets anchored to the rod with two set 

screws.  The painting can hang on the hook from a wire across the back, a D-ring, or other like hanging 

fixtures. 

Stainless Steel Cable Hook Options 

The hook options for the Stainless Steel Cable are listed below.  These all grip onto the stainless steel 

cable and the position can be adjusted.  

Small Hook- GLH-15            Gated Hook-GLGH-15      Small and Large Hangers-GLB-15 and GLB-18

              

 

Small Ring-GLR-15               Cylinder Hook-GLCH-15  
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